April 2019

Dear Vilas Fund Partner,
The Vilas Fund, LP, rose 34.3% in the first quarter of 2019. The biggest gains were
generated in NMI Holdings, MGIC, Viacom, Citigroup and Lincoln National. The main
detractor of performance in the quarter was CVS.
In general, we are finding better investment opportunities today than at virtually any time
since I started in the business twenty-six years ago, especially relative to current
earnings, interest rates on bonds, real estate cap rates, and private company equity
prices. Our portfolio is currently trading at 8.2 times 2019 net income estimates and 7.3
times 2020, the cheapest in my career. To those who say the market is too high, there is
too much risk in stocks, and everything is overpriced, we suggest they should hire us.
In the depths of the financial crisis, valuations of equities, when compared to fixed assets
and book values, were lower than today. However, many companies were either losing
money or barely profitable. Valuations today are higher versus book values and assets
but far lower on an earnings basis. It is as if the market is predicting another painful
economic downturn and investors have sold equities to prepare. The question is fairly
simple, then: what if the economy continues to chug along? The value portion of the
stock market should revalue upward quite rapidly and recover a good portion of its
massive underperformance when compared to growth shares.
Since 2006, value stocks (IVE vs IVW) have underperformed 11 of the 13 calendar years
and when they beat growth, it wasn't by much. Cumulatively, through this week, it has
been a 122% differential (up 52% for value vs up 174% for growth). This appears to be
the longest and most severe draught for value investors since data collection began. It
will go our way eventually as there are too many people paying far too much for today's
darlings, both public and private. Further, the ten-year yield of 2.5% (pre-tax) isn't
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attractive nor is real estate. We believe the value part of the global equity market is the
only place to earn solid risk adjusted returns and we believe those returns will be higher
than normal. Why? These stocks are cheaper than they normally have been, and
interest rates are much lower than normal when compared to inflation. Larry Fink, the
founder and CEO of BlackRock, recently said he sees the risk of a “melt up” as so many
investors are underweight stocks and overweight bonds and cash. We agree.
We believe that our companies will grow earnings 6-8% annually over the next 5 years.
In addition, these companies are returning significant capital, to the tune of 5% cash-oncash, via dividends and share repurchases. And finally, we believe the valuation
multiples of our holdings should expand from roughly 7 times next year’s earnings
estimates to roughly 10 times, a nearly 50% increase. Adding all these factors together,
the expected return of our unlevered equity positions should be in the high teens to low
20% range, annually, over the next 5 years.
The Fund is, again, short a modest amount of Tesla common shares and $500 strike
price calls. We have benefited materially from these positions to date. With a poorly
constructed balance sheet, ongoing operating losses, debts coming due, tax credits
disappearing, competition that is accelerating, and no meaningful barriers to entry, we
believe that insolvency will be the eventual outcome for Tesla. The Fund has a couple of
other very small short positions in highly inflated companies, mostly in far out of the
money call options, that together will more than pay our management fees if we are
correct.
Examples of some of our most interesting long positions:
Air Lease (AL)
Air Lease Corporation is an aircraft leasing company run by a highly experienced
and capable management team. The company has grown earnings over 20%
annually over the last 5 years and has a return on equity in the mid to high teens.
On a cash earnings basis, adjusted to reflect the fact that they don’t pay cash
taxes due to very high depreciation levels, the stock is trading at roughly 5 times
forward earnings and 0.8 times book value. A tremendous bargain for long term
investors as we believe the proper multiple should be roughly twice these levels.
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With growth in earnings, we believe the expected return of Air Lease common
stock is in the low 20% range.
Citigroup (C)
Citigroup continues to produce modest revenue and earnings growth, to the tune
of 6% annually over the last 5 years, but the company is returning roughly 13% of
its market capitalization in dividends and share repurchases annually. Thus, at
today’s price with no valuation expansion, investors should earn 19% if the future
equals the past. We believe Citigroup is being managed much better than at any
time in the last 40 years and that the future will prove to be better than the past.
Therefore, the shares are trading too inexpensively, and a 50% valuation
expansion should be the result. If true, owning these shares should be a home
run.
CVS and Walgreens (CVS and WBA)
CVS and Walgreens have had a tough year. The industry has experienced
slowing branded drug price inflation, lower generic inflation, and lower
reimbursements than expected. We believe all these pressures are temporary.
However, it is clear that Amazon has set its sights on the industry, which has
dramatically depressed the multiples CVS and Walgreens are trading at. Roughly
speaking, both are trading at 8.5-9 times current year earnings estimates,
compared to 16-18 times, on average, in the past. Their dividend yields are 3.7%
for CVS and 3.2% for Walgreens, both significantly higher than the 2.9% yield on
the 30-year US Treasury. Walgreen’s has raised its dividend 45 years in a row,
and we expect this trend to continue. When the temporary headwinds subside and
partially reverse, we expect the earnings of both to return to the high single digit
earnings per share growth range. Additionally, we don’t expect Amazon to be very
successful with its strategy given the fact that most people need immediate access
to medicine, the incumbents will mail your prescription for free already, and that
copays are fixed regardless of where your prescription is filled. Having the option
of quickly driving to grab your prescription at roughly 10,000 locations each, often
open 24/7, is a valuable service and network effect that we don’t believe will go
away. These shares should produce an 18% return without multiple expansion,
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driven by dividends, retained earnings to be used for expansion, debt repayment
or share repurchases, and profit growth from rising prescription volumes. Adding
in a 50-70% valuation expansion, and future returns should rise to the mid-20%
range over the next 5 years.
Honda (HMC)
Honda makes the best cars on the planet, from a reliability and cost of ownership
perspective, and is trading at a 20% discount to the level it bottomed at in the
2008 financial crisis when car sales fell 40%. Unlike the US majors, Honda earned
a profit every year during the financial crisis and, therefore, should trade at much
higher levels than its competitors. With over 40% of its market capitalization in
cash, a 3.5% dividend, earnings that have grown 6.2% annually over the last
decade, and a large retained earnings position (they only pay out 25% of earnings
in dividends), Honda should produce a 20% return without valuation expansion.
Given that it is trading at only ⅔ of book value (which consists of cash and plant
and equipment), we believe that expected returns will be significantly higher as the
valuation expands to 1.2 times book value, a level more consistent with its
average post the financial crisis.
Lincoln National (LNC)
Lincoln National is one of the top 5 or 6 life insurance companies in the United
States. They also have a significant presence in fixed and variable annuities. The
stock is currently trading at 6.9 times this year’s earnings estimates at 6 times
2020. With a strong dividend, opportunistic share repurchases, a low teens return
on equity and accelerating growth, partially due to the fact that retirees currently
prefer safe returns that are lower than higher returns with equity market volatility,
Lincoln National is a fantastic bargain that should produce high teens returns for
owners from today’s price.
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Conclusion
We are very excited about our positioning and believe that future returns will make up for
the volatility and flattish results over the last five years. We continue to be earnings and
balance sheet focused in a revenue and “story” dominated market. While we are not
sure when these fantasies will end, we are sure they will and that outsized returns will
accrue to those who remained disciplined, as occurred in the early 2000’s.

Sincerely,

John C. Thompson, CFA
CEO and Chief Investment Officer
Vilas Capital Management, LLC.
200 Park Avenue, Suite 1700
New York, NY 10166
Office: (212) 548-6563 x700
Mobile: (608) 576-3938
Email: jthompson@vilascapital.com
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Disclosures
Performance data represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Performance
includes the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Net performance is net of all fees and is
based upon the current investors’ fee structure. Future performance will vary depending upon each
investor’s capital account and fee structure. The Vilas Fund, LP’s specialized investment program
involves risk. A detailed review of the risk factors are described in the offering materials, which you
should read carefully before considering an investment in The Vilas Fund, LP. The current performance
may be higher or lower than the performance data provided herein. The Vilas Fund, LP, performance
may not be directly comparable to the performance of other private or registered funds.
The Vilas Fund, LP, is a private fund and the securities are offered in reliance on an exemption from the
registration requirements of the Securities Act and are not subject to the protections of the Investment
Company Act. The Securities and Exchange Commission has not reviewed the securities or the offering
materials. The Vilas Fund, LP, securities are subject to legal restrictions on transfer and resale and
investors should not assume they would be able to resell them.
All information contained herein is subject to revision and completion. Should there be a discrepancy
between the offering materials and this document, the offering materials will control. This document is not
intended to be a complete description of the business engaged in by Vilas Capital Management, LLC,
nor is it an offering or solicitation to invest. Any such offer or solicitation may be made only by means of a
confidential private offering memorandum. No subscriptions will be received or accepted until
subscription documents are completed and Vilas Capital Management, LLC, has approved the
subscription agreement and an investor’s eligibility to invest. Prospective investors must be accredited
investors and must meet certain minimum annual income and/or net worth thresholds in order to be
eligible to invest.
The S&P 500 Index represents 500 of the United States’ largest stocks from a broad variety of industries
and includes reinvested dividends. The HFRX Equity Hedge Index consists of equity hedge strategies
that maintain positions both long and short in primarily equity and equity derivative securities. A wide
variety of investment processes can be employed to arrive at an investment decision and strategies can
be broadly diversified or narrowly focused and can range broadly in terms of levels of net exposure,
leverage employed, holding period, concentrations and valuation ranges.
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are based on the current beliefs and expectations of
Vilas Capital Management, LLC and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results may
differ from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause The Vilas Fund,
LLP actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements can be
found in The Vilas Fund Confidential Private Offering Memorandum and Subscription Agreement. Vilas
Capital Management, LLC does not undertake to update the forward-looking statements to reflect the
impact of circumstances or events that may arise after the date of the forward-looking statements.
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